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PROTEIN AND SUGAR 

We all crave for something sweet – it is natural – but we must satisfy these cravings with a 
natural source of sweetness. Combining your complex carbs – say your fruits like apples 
or banana, with a healthy source of protein – like nuts or cheese, will help further balance 
the sugar and insulin surge and allow a much more gentle increase in blood sugar. 

Eating enough protein also helps to ward off sweet cravings. Protein deficiency is 
extremely common – and its not vegetarians we are taking about here. If you are protein 
deficient, the first thing that happens is your blood sugar becomes unstable – leading to 
extreme cravings, headaches, and moodiness. 

Carbs, sweets, caffeine, chocolate, pop, candy, pastries, or chips; constant cravings for 
these non- nutritional foods point to unstable blood sugar. Not everyone with cravings is 
protein deficient , but protein deficiency and unstable blood sugar are intimately linked. 

This short test may help discover a blood sugar imbalance: 

Protein Deficiency Sign #1: Constant Craving? 

1. If you are a vegetarian or rarely eat meat and have a craving for carbs and just don’t 
feel satisfied until you are filled up on breads, pastas or sweets, you may have 
unstable blood sugar due to a deficiency of protein. 

2. If you are a vegetarian and have a secret stash of candy, jelly beans or dark chocolate, 
you may have unstable blood sugar due to a deficiency of protein. 

3. Try eating 3 meals a day without snacks. If you find you need to nibble or graze on 
anything other than water, you may have unstable blood sugar and cravings due to a 
deficiency of protein. 

Protein Deficiency Sign #2: Muscle and/or Joint Pain? 

Do you answer YES to all of these questions? 

I have been a vegetarian for many years.  
I have a sweet tooth and love carbs.  
I am a snacker.  
My joints are stiff and unresponsive to standard care. 

Protein Deficiency Sign #3: Can’t Sleep Well? 

Sleeping through the night requires the body to burn fat – a long-lasting fuel – rather than 
sugar, for a stretch of at least eight or nine hours. If the body is unaccustomed to burning 
fat and only accustomed to burning sugar and carbs, it will wake up every 2-3 hours 
looking for its next meal. A body that is trained in burning fat will be calmer and more able 
to sleep through the night. 
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Protein Deficiency Sign #4: Low Energy, Moodiness, and Stress? 

Are you feeling low in energy, moody and easily stressed? 

FOODS RICH IN PROTEIN INCLUDE: 

High quality grass feed red meat or chicken  
Eggs 
Spinach and Kale  
Full fat organic dairy and cheese  
Kidney beans  
Quinoa  
Salmon 
Asparagus Pea and hemp protein powders  
Bok Choy  
Tuna


